
Old Amsterdam was introduced in 1985 and is an 

old cheese ripened to perfection. It has a rich 

and full-bodied taste and is easy to be cut or 

sliced in contrast with average old cheeses. Old 

Amsterdam is ripened to perfection and 

regularly checked for flavour, it can only be sold 

when flavour and quality meet the strict 

standards of Westland Kaasexport quality 

control. The result is a cheese of exceptionally 

high and consistent quality that cuts with ease. 

Product code: 159

Unit size: 180 g

Unit barcode: 8710243960406

Case barcode: 8710243060403

Case configuration:  10 x 180 g

Shelf life: 270 Days

Litedammer has a full and natural flavour and is 

the classic low fat Dutch cheese with holes, 

similar to Maasdam, but with only 17% fat. The 

familiar sweet and nutty flavour is further 

enhanced by the lower fat content. That is why 

Litedammer is the answer for anyone who loves 

the mild and nutty-sweet flavour of Dutch 

cheese with holes, because Litedammer is 

delicious and contains fewer calories.

Product code: 161

Unit size: 150 g

Unit barcode: 8717545620908

Case barcode: 98717545622707

Case configuration:  10 x 150 g

Shelf life: 210 Days



Old Amsterdam was introduced in 1985 and is an 

old cheese ripened to perfection. It has a rich 

and full-bodied taste and is easy to be cut or 

sliced in contrast with average old cheeses. Old 

Amsterdam is ripened to perfection and 

regularly checked for flavour, it can only be sold 

when flavour and quality meet the strict 

standards of Westland Kaasexport quality 

control. The result is a cheese of exceptionally 

high and consistent quality that cuts with ease. 

Product code: 247

Unit size: 11 Kg

Case barcode: 98717545620109

Case configuration:

Shelf life: 270 Days

Zikko is a young goat's cheese unlike any other, 

for the genuine cheese connoisseur. The 

uniqueness of Zikko lies in its natural yellow rind 

and its distinctive, piquant flavour. Zikko is ideal 

for serving on open sandwiches or as a snack and 

is excellent in hot and cold dishes.

Product code: 198

Unit size:  4.5 kg

Case barcode: 98717545620642

Case configuration:   1 x 4.5 kg

Shelf life: 270 Days

Zikko Goats Cheese (Mature)

Product code: 808

Unit size:  4 kg

Case barcode: 98717545623292

Case configuration:   1 x 4 kg

Shelf life: 270 Days



Westberg Maasdam (With big Holes) Wheel

Product code: 322

Unit size:  12 kg

Case barcode: 98717545620918

Case configuration:   1 x 12 kg

Shelf life: 105 Days

Litedammer (Lower in Fat) Wheel

Product code: 405

Unit size: 12 Kg

Case barcode: 98717545620871

Case configuration: 1 x 12 Kg

Shelf life: 210 Days
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